
How to improve your memory for studying



Do you have a good memory?
 Write down one thing that you are having difficulty 

remembering for a class.

 Keep this note and refer to it during the workshop. 

 Think about how you can use the ideas in this 
workshop to help you remember this item.



Pay attention
 Before you can remember anything, you need to pay 

attention to it in the first place.

 You see and hear many things all the time.

 You must focus on the things you want to remember.

 Sensory memory- lasts a few seconds.



How good is your memory? 
 Which penny is the correct one?
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Short Term Memory
 Once you pay attention to something, think about it.

 STM decides which information to throw away and 
which to send to long term memory.

 Usually holds 7 pieces of information at a time.

 Lasts three to twenty seconds.



Reflect
 Reflect on new information within 24 hours.

 Connect new information to old.



Recode
 The brain likes organization.

 Organize the things you want to remember for better 
storage.

 Chunking



Example
 Look at the following words for twenty seconds.
 Try to memorize as many as you can.

apple car cherry
hammer pear pliers
train rose camel
orange wrench boat
lily squirrel tulip
daisy airplane saw
zebra lion



Write down as many words as you 
can remember



Now try to organize the words:

 Fruit apple, orange cherry, pear

 Tools hammer, saw, wrench, pliers

 Transportation train, car, airplane, boat

 Flower lily, daisy, tulip, rose,

 Animal zebra, squirrel, lion, camel



How many can you remember 
now?

 More?

 Ph0ne numbers

 How could you use this idea with the information you 
need to remember for a test?



Maps, Graphic Organizers

moon

exploration
gravity

distance & 

dimension
atmosphere



Method of Loci
 Think of a path or place

 Put each item somewhere along the path or in the 
place

 Try it with a grocery list:

Eggs, cheese, milk, bread, orange juice, potatoes



Acronyms, Acrostics
 Colors of the rainbow:   Roy G. Biv

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet

 Planets:   My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us 
Nectarines

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune



Visualize

 To memorize the 5 causes of the Civil War, visualize a 
baseball field with each plate and the pitcher’s mound 
representing a cause.  

Home plate = railroad system

1st base = more money

2nd base = navy

3rd base = industry

pitcher’s mound = more soldiers



Catchy Phrases, Songs
 “In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue”

 Quadratic Formula

Try singing the following lyrics to the tune of "Pop 
Goes the Weasel"

x is equal to negative b

plus or minus the square root

of b squared minus 4ac

ALL over 2a



Others:
 Paraphrase

 Summarize

 Draw pictures

 Explain it to someone else

 Write it over and over

 Flash cards

 Practice tests

 Cornell notes



Rehearse
 Forget 50% of what we hear and see within 24 hours



Review
 Practice pulling it out of long term memory

 If you never review what you read in a text, you will 
only remember 8% after 21 days.



Other ideas:
 Use your learning style

 Use all of the senses at once

 Keep a positive attitude

 Begin at the beginning of the term

 Take breaks while studying- neurons fatigue after 4 to 
8 minutes

 Focus time equals your age. 18 years old= 18 minutes

 Reduce stress

 Exercise, eat healthy food- brain and body connection
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